About The CompanyVultus with over a decade of experience in HR software industry now goes on
cloud to build a strong human capital for organizations by building software that is
accessible, affordable and easy to use.
The only cloud based solution that lets you discover talent, connect with HR and
find the most appropriate talent based on your needs. A complete end-to-end
applicant tracking system that cater to every need of HR managers at different
levels and integrates seamlessly with your existing HR system. Vultus remains
with you till your prospect becomes hire.

Challenge AreaToday Companies need resumes in standard format at one single location which
usually is not the case. Vultus usually gets resumes scattered in email inbox, shared
folder or desktops. The real challenge was to connect resumes back to database
where matching of profiles can be done as per roles advertised. Resumes being the
starting point of Recruitment journey always finds attention to an extent of
managing CV data, gathering inputs for Interview scheduling, further skill
mapping and ranking resume close to the requirement. Vultus for their ‘Recruit’
was definitely waiting for a strong CV parser at its core which ended with the
search of RChilli.

RChilli’s ContributionWith coming in of RChilli comes automation, accuracy, speed and efficiency in
hiring. Now the ATS handles resumes in all different formats (PDF, word, txt etc...)
perfectly from ATS under ‘Recruit’. As soon as the resume gets parsed, Recruiters
see each unique candidate profiles with information presented in a simplified form
and can schedule interviews faster. Resume parsing being at the core, puts CV data
straight into candidate databases saving endless hours of resume entry, data sorting
and matching later on.

Overall ImpactNow Vultus customer can easily search online resumes on Naukri, Monster or
other Job boards, download them and parse it using RChilli. This spares ample
amount of time to HR managers to interact with applicants and hire the best
amongst them. RChilli’s resume parser cannot-only Parse CV but Connect to
different profiles of candidates using Social Profile Search option. The success of
any hiring campaign depends upon the information gathered and we know how
best to manage it. That is why Vultus has chosen RChilli to empower its ATS
‘Recruit’ to automate hiring and cater the needs of next generation workforce that
mostly stays online.
With RChilli, Vultus aims to cater the needs of Recruiting, Staffing firms, Job
boards for Talent Acquisition.

